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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE
The purpose of this thesis has been to construct and
evaluate a dictionary test suitable for use in G-rades IV, . V
and VI.
The dictionary is a valuable aid to reading, writing and
speaking. The ability to use reference books, including the
dictionary, , is a skill which all students should acquire. One
who lacks an understanding of all the dictionary offers is
handicapped in his comprehension and use of the English lan-
guage .
A study of professional literature has revealed the impor-
tance which many educators place on the dictionary as a tool
of learning,
1
Kelley in writing about "the two major tasks" of the ele-
mentary school feels that "the ability to find quickly and
accurately additional facts needed" is of greatest importance.
Knowledge is too vast for anyone to attempt to know
everything. Education cannot even attempt the task
of giving the pupil all of the facts which he will
need for the solution of the problems he meets.
Neither can the pupil anticipate the facts which he
will need in the future.
Victor H. Kelley, "The Use of the Dictionary in the
Elementary Grades," Elementary Enp;lish Review
. 13:17,
December, 1935.
cc
1
Barthelmess makes the following comment,
Among the Important skills involved in reading of
the study type is the ability to locate information
with accuracy and ease. The dictionary and the index
are two of the most important books provided for
this purpose.
2
Thorndike writes that.
The dictionary is one of the most important instru-
ments of instruction. It offers an enormous store
of systematized knowledge, more or less of which
is useful to every pupil. We can hardly realize the
saving of time and errors made by this great inven-
tion of past scholarship. Still less, perhaps, do
we realize that a dictionary ranks high in satis-
fying two ideals of our most modern theory of
education, namely, that the instruction given be
in response to a real need felt at the time, and
that the pupil be taught to do something which
would be the reasonable thing to do in the real
world. A pupil uses a dictionary when he really
wants to know the meaning and pronunciation or
spelling of a word. He can do Just what would be
the reasonable thing to do in a similar case in the
real world outside of school.
The dictionary also is an aid to correct speech. In
writing about the speech training necessary for the elemen-
3
school child Raubicheck writes, "He should know how to find
1
H. M. Barthelmess, "Testing the Ability to Use the
Index and Dictionary," Proceeding's of the National Education
Association
. 193^:380.
2
E. L. Thorndike, "improving the Ability to Read,"
Teachers College Record
. 36:137, November, 193^.
3
Letitia Raubicheck, How to Teach Good Speech in the
Elementary School (New York: Noble and Noble, 1937), p. 17.

out accurately in a dictionary the correct pronunciation of
words and allowable variations ,
"
If students are to use the dictionary and thereby get
from this book all that it has to offer they must be given
specific training on how to use it. Time spent with the
dictionary will be wasted if words are not found quickly,
diacritical marks and abbreviations are not understood or
If the meaning which applies to the way the word is used
in context is not chosen by the user. Those who understand
and have learned how to use the dictionary do not consider
it an uninteresting or useless book. However, one can hard-
ly be expected to use the dictionary intelligently without
some instruction,
1
Barthelmess reporting on a dictionary test "...
constructed with the cooperation of a committee of elemen-
tary school principals.
. . found that the correlation
of the dictionary test with intelligence, as measured by
the Philadelphia Mental Ability Test, was very low. He
concludes that,
. . . these low correlations may be taken to indicate
a high degree of specificity for the skills Involved
in the dictionary test, implying a corresponding
need for specificity of practice.
1
Barthelmess, op. clt,
. p,382.
r
1
Armstrong states.
No school genuinely interested in the well-
rounded development of the students can afford
to ignore dictionary work. A dictionary is a
complicated book to find one's way in. Some
instruction in its use is both desirable and
necessary
.
2
Novokovsky writes that not only is instruction necessary
but that there must be . .experience in using, and a
desire to make use of it."
3
Driggs cautions that dictionary work not be made «. .
a hindrance, but a help to the pupils' word progress." Quite
often "... pupils are trained to despise ..." the dic*»
tionary. "It may be made to serve an excellent purpose if
it is used to supplement the pupils' efforts in learning
words ,
"
It is generally agreed that the use of the dictionary
should begin in G-rade IV with some preparation for the use
of the dictionary being given in the primary grades.
A booklet, Dictionary Games and Exerc ises , published
1
David T. Armstrong, "Dictionary Work," The Engli sh
Journal, 3-^:490, November, 193^.
2
G-ertrude Novokovsky, "Radio and Language Arts,"
Elementary English. 25:108, February, 1948.
3
Howard R. Driggs, Our Livin.o; Language. How to Teach it
and How to Use It ( Chicago: The University Publishing
Company, 1929), p.251.
I
by G-. & C. Merrlam Company contains the following quotation
1
"by Thomas C. Blalsdell
Most courses of study agree that the use of the
dictionary should begin in the fourth grade. In
that grade, then, should be taught salient facts
concerning the dictionary. In the grades that
follow, in the Junior high school, and in the
high school, teachers should add regularly such
information as may be needed. For pupils should
be really taught to use the dictionary.
2
Dolch has presented data from replies he received from
about five hundred superintendents to whom he sent letters
asking questions about the use of the dictionary in their
schools. In answer to question one, " .' . . to state whether
they believe that the dictionary should be put into the
hands of pupils in G-rade Four, in Grade Five or in Grade
Six.
. .
"
. . .almost two thirds of those who replied believe
that pupils should be provided with dictionaries
in Grade Four; a little less than one-third
believe that Grade Five is the proper place and
a few in Grades Six and Seven.
3
Kendell and Mirick have stated in their book that
specific training should begin in G-rade Five and that
. . . before pupils leave the grammar grades they
1
Dictionary Games and Exercises
. ( Springfield: G-. &
C. Merriam Company, 1938), p. 3.
2
Edward William Dolch, "Use of the Dictionary," The
Elementary School Journal
. 30:669, May, 1930.
3
Calvin N. Kendall and George A. Mirick, How to Teach the
Fundamental Sub.lects
. ( Boston : Houghton Mifflin Company
, 1915)
,
PP.129-13Q.
Ir '
r
should be able to find a given word quickly; to
indicate the signs that indicate syllabication and
accent; to discover the derivation of words from
the English equivalents of the foreign words; to
pick out the meaning that fits a given content.
They should know that there is a pronouncing key
and where it is found, even if they do not use it
without the help of the teacher,
1
Merritt in an article in which she suggests specific
exercises for: teaching the use of the dictionary recommends
an early start in training children to use the dictionary.
As the dictionary is to be the working tool of the
pupils for many years, it is very necessary that
they be taught the correct use of it in the earliest
possible grade. Much practice in alphabetizing
and other dictionary skills is needed by most
children.
2
Briggs and Coffman in their book on reading recommend
for most schools that dictionary work be started at the
beginning of the fourth grade.
The writer being aware of the importance of knowing how
to use the dictionary and the need for thorough training
in dictionary skills beginning in G-rade IV feels justified
in building a test that can be used in G-rade s IV, V and VI
to test specific skills in the use of the dictionary.
1
Julia S. Merritt, "How to Teach the Use of the Dic-
tionary", The Instructor
, 53:28, November, 1943,
2
Thomas H, Briggs and Lotus D. Coffman, Reading in
Public Schools
. ( Chicago: Row, Peterson and Coraoany, 1911)
,
Chapter XVII, p. 173.
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CHAPTER II
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST
The first step in the construction of this test was to
determine which skills in the use of the dictionary children
should master in grades IV, V and VI.
The writer has determined which skills to include in
this test by reading professional literature, and examining
dictionary workbooks, reading workbooks, reading manuals,
language workbooks and courses of study for the grades to
be tested. *
As these materials were examined a notation was made
of all the exercises that gave some training in the use of
the dictionary. These exercises were then classified under
the following headings:
I. Abbreviations
II. Accent
III. Alphabetical Order
IV, Antonyms
V, Capitalization
VI, Contractions
A list of books, workbooks, manuals and courses of
study which referred in some way to the dictionary, either
through exercises or suggestions for teaching are listed
in the appendix.
cc
VII, Definitions
A, Comprehending defined meanings
B, Using appropriate meanings
C, Words with more than one meaning
VIII. Derivations
IX, Diacritical Marks
X, Dictionary G-ames
XI. Guide 7/ords
XII. Locating Entries
XIII. Phonetics
XIV, Pictorial Illustrations
XV. Pronunciations
XVI. Rules for Finding Words
XVII. Speed of Locating Words
XVIII. .Spelling
XIX. Spelling Plurals
XX, Syllabification
XXI
. Synonyms
.XXII. Use of the Glossary
XXITI. Word Forms
A. Corapoimd words
B. Prefixes
C. Suffixes
c
A tabulation was then made under these headings of the
number and different types of exercises found. From this
tabulation it was determined which skills were given the
most drill. The skills given the most drill were assumed
to be the ones most essential for children to know if
they are to be able to use their dictionary. All of these
skills could not be included in the test, firstly, because
the length of the test had to be limited; secondly, some of
these skills would not be presented before Grade V and some
not before Grade VI; and thirdly, some would be difficult
to test reliably in a group test. The basic skills which
could be tested by a group test and which would be taught
in Grade IV and given additional drill in Grades V and VI
were considered for the test.
Finally from this analysis and study the writer has
evolved the following general objectives and specific
skills for Grades IV, V and VI,
General Objectives
1. To develop an appreciation and understanding of
the resources available in the dictionary,
2. To develop the habit of using the dictionary.
Specific Skills
1, The ability to find words quickly,
a. To know how to arrange words in alpha-
betical order.
r
10
b. To know that the guide word at the left Is
the first word on the page and that the
guide word at the right is the last word
on the page
•
2. The ability to use the dictionary to interpret
the pronunciation of an unfamiliar word.
a. To know where the pronouncing key is and.
how to use it.
b. To know that the dictionary shows how
words are divided into syllables.
c. To know that the dictionary shows which
syllable is accented.
3. The ability to choose the meaning which best
applies to the way a v/ord is used in context.
4. The ability to use the dictionary to find
out how a word is spelled.
The test developed in this study has been built to test
all the skills listed above, except the rate of speed with
which words can be found and the ability to use the dictionary
to find out how a word is spelled.
The first skill listed, ability to find words quickly,
is dependent on a thorough knowledge of alphabetical arrange-
ment of words and the use of guide words. Test I, Parts A
and B, is a test of alphabetical order. Part A consists of
I
r
four columns of words with blank spaces between each word in
the column. In a box above each column are six words to be
listed in the correct alphabetical place in each column.
In column one the alphabetical arrangement is determined by
looking at the first letter of each word; in column two, the
second letter; in column three, the third and fourth letter;
and in column four, the fourth letter. In Part B groups of
words are given and it is necessary to detect the one word
in each group which is out of alphabetical order. Test II,
G-uide V/ords, includes groups of words with a pair of guide
words above each. The test is to cross out the two words in
each group which would not be on a page having those guide
words
,
The second skill, ability to use the dictionary to
interpret the pronunciation of an unfamiliar word, is
tested by Tests IV, V and VI.
Test IV, Parts A and B, tests the ability to use the
dictionary to syllabify words. In Part A the pupil under-
I
lines the correct way of dividing a word as determined
by referring to the sample dictionary. In Part B a number
indicating the number of syllables is written beside the
word, also found by looking at the sample dictionary.
Test V gives a list of words and provides a sample
dictionary which the pupil is to use in checking which
cc
12
syllable is accented.
Test VI presents a list of words most of which are not
In the speaking vocabulary of the children being tested. Such
words were chosen so that the pupils would have to use the
diacritical marks in order to determine the correct pronun-
ciation and then mark the rhyming word. The words from which
the rhyming words are to be chosen are all easy words that
will not present any pronunciation difficulties.
The third skill listed, ability to choose the meaning
which best applies to the way the word is used in context,
is tested by Test III. In this test a series of sentences
is provided with one word underlined in each sentence. A
sample dictionary is included from which the best meaning
for each underlined word is to be chosen. An effort was
made to include words v;hich had at least three different
meanings and whose meanings the pupils to be tested did
not know.
The test was given in December, 1948 to 186 children
in Grades V and VI in the city of Quincy, Massachusetts.
The group included 84 fifth graders and 102 sixth graders
from five different schools in the city. The test was not
given to any fourth graders because it was not felt that
children in this grade would be ready for such a test until
the end of the fourth grade.
rr
THE TEST
I
r
Data
School Grade
Taacher's name
Score
Test I: Alphabetical Order-
A. -§3.
B.
Teat II: Guide Words-'
Test III: Definitions
Test IV: Dividing Wordi
A. -i?-
B. —
§.
Test V: Accent J/lErks <
Test VI: Pronunciation---
Possible Score: 155
35
44
24
20
33
3h6
14
G.A,
Stanfoi'd Achievement Test - G. E<
P. M>
L.
A. R.
A. C
Total

A, Take th3 wu^^d in uhe bor:. uhc? oop of each coluirin aau. writ©
them in the correct place in each column so that all the lists will
be In alphabetical order. The word "baby'' in the first column has
been done for you.
window sister due done
finger baby dull dance
orange lottor dart dent
arrow dame
g;rain
preat pra?,© drawl
•
drake
grammar ^T.rab draft dra^if'ht
greet Crant dragon drape
carrot dark
drab
drag
grand
dollar darn dragoon
grape
house date drain
Jaclcet desk drama
grate
mother dirt drank
grease
quiet duck drastic
(^reed
teacher draw
green
yellow dust drawn
i
B. Make a line throuf^ih tha word irs each coluinn that l3 not in the
right alphabetical order.
Sample ; In this column the word back is not in the' rlpht order so
a line has been drawn through it«
after
baby
box
baeVf
bus
house
above
add
again
apple
deer
dog
duck
bear
battle
bOQSt
carpet
beetle
lemon
monkey
kite
night
oven
cradle
fast
house
even
hunt
basket
bock
bead
bite
bundle
7. 8.
cre&sa
cricket
creek
cry
what
which
when
where
who
10, 11 12,
plug
plum
plunder
pluck
plunge
snag
snail
snack
snake
snat-
swab
swaddle
swallow
swan
swagger
undersell
underscore
undersea
undersign
understand
({
Tha of words bslow btq fulde
out i '^wo words under ©ach guide
dictionary having thoe© gvlde
Sarnplo: lead laai^n
lead ii£^h% ieelf
'Io«.k leap year- learn
words In a dicticnai.-y, Croos
word that would not be on a
woixia o
Load and learn are guide words,
Lig?H b and look vTould not b© on a
page having tKosQ guido words so
they httvo been crossed outo
breakaj^Q bridge
br;,.ar
py.'inco
b::'ick
cab
bride
lobby locust
lock
lobe
1 ISul©
leaf
locket
local
bit blackan
blab
bl.irtkot
black
-.rd
bittor
penk^iifa pappsr
pendent
:n
. .f5nt
ponaivs
peony
equal er&
-T :i,so
•i j."' '^i
aquata
able
. .. *~
pin pioneer
pino
pink
pint
pol9
price
pinch
bacon bake
bag
baker
baizo
back
bad
b adgo
stats stead
stature
stay
strife
station
sub joct
statsrooia
cello central
cemont
cellar
cent
center
centre
Home rope
Roman
roomer
rpot
ronianco
romp
prism process
prison
prize
pries
probs
pr inco
pr ivacy
cloavo cling
board
cleft
dream
climb
cllni©
clinch
lonesome lop
look
lope
loot
lona
long
loop
groggygrieve
grin
groove
grocei*
grist
grip
grief
tell ten
teller
television
temple
tenable
tenant
pudgy pulpy
pueblo
puffy
pump
pupil
pull
line liquid
liquidate
linger
linl-c
lion
linden
liquid
clinic cloth
cloak
churn
close
clod
clink
cream
baron baseball
barren
base
barn
basin
baseball
barrage
liv3 loaves
loose
livor
loan
love
load
llama
freshet frog
frock
freshen
frill
freshman
frolic
overgrow overshoot
overflow
overshoot
overshot
overrule
overseer
J
Tvaad oach sentonc© carefally. Find the undorll7-ied word in the
oar.ple dictionax'y. Decide which moanlri':^ o.f th© underlined word
boat fits the way it is used in the sentence » Vl/rite tho nuj?iber
of tho host meaning on the line, at the end of oach sentence
„
'^.amplo: Th© boy kicked tho ball over the fence , 1
£'£:!:HH2Z soldiers marched dov/n the street ready for battle^
"o Mother gave the baby a sponge bath.
.-Irs, Maz'tin wroto a ''.lote to the toachox* ©xplaininp; why Jane had boon
sibsent from school,
,
T'-r amp x^rould not llf^ht because of a brokon plug o
_^ ^
>^o Alr„ J ones is still in the hospital bulJ his oondition has improved,
^
6c That man^s ocoupation is farming.
:?hs boys iitiQti. needed one box of provisions for the camping tripo
.
8c The lobster had lost one nipper,
Ve Mothor had to use a can opener to pry tho cover off the jaro
.' Oc Jane did not knov? what th© girls wir-e arguing about so sho remainad
neutrcil,
] o Ann had to ahuffla the f^-irniture around tho room rhs she washed the
floor
o
12 p The ocean linsr stknk aftar it tr;-ss hit by a i££^£edOo
^
15 o The old wooden school building has been condamnedo
14, Tonight John is going to cone@ntrate on his arithmetic homework
„
15 c Tho coat had a bad^yer collar.
16 o Ths clerk cut two yards of cloth from the boj.t ,
17^ Tho §££nt_ sold sowe i.mgazines to the Library, ^
18. It took Toin a long time to paint the house since he is a novioa at that
^ kind of x¥ork. ^
JlJp The speaker had been taught to articulate his v/ords so that everyone in
t'-^'e ??.udlence v?ould understand hilrrr
30 o Aie aarnad a subs t gLTi1 1a1 amount of money while h© worked. ^
Sj.. By looking at the vane the boys could tell that the wind was blowing
from the east.
22. There ar© atill some countries under the swa^l kings.
'
" was placed in the rn
he c^.^he was toui. ' a. ca ^-
the S£rn£le dictionary at the bo t torn of the joajT.®
A, Vi/hich is the correct way to divido each of the follov/ing n.ovvis
Tnto syllables? Underline the corroct way.
Sample
:
oblivion obi iv on ob liv i on o bliv i on ob livi on
clalve del ve de Ivo delve d elve
palpable pal pable palpa bio palp able pal pa bio
'/iiormostat ther Tr:o 3 tat therm o stat thermo stat ther inoB tat
velocipedo ve lo cl ped© ve loci pode ve loc i pede ve loc ipede
dedicate dad ic ate dedi cate ded i cate ded icate
. ^. iiito vi tiate vi ti ate vit i ate viti ate
scrutini!!© acrut i nize scruti nize scru ti nize scru tin Jze
lilt Inate ul ti mate ul timate ul tim ate ulti mate
oculist oc ul ist oc uliat 0 cul ist oc u list
occupation oc cu pa tion oc cup a tion oc cu pation occ u pa tion
modorate mod e rate iTiod er ate inod erate mo der ate
domes ne de nes ne de mesne dem ssne demes n©
B, After each word write the number of syllables the word has
SsaRple : aria 1
cornpc.ny
country
observatory
ventriloquism
ground
ample
draw
rower
am' pie (am'p*l)
arm (arm)
com''pa*ny (k&ii'pa«ni)
coun'' try (kun^ trl
)
5d' ;l-cate (d^d^!' kat)
delve (d^lv)
^
de-mesne'' (di^* man; de''Tnsn)
drav/ (dr6)
j.-round ( f^round
)
od' create (mSd e'r*¥t)
* on (^b.l^v'V t^n)
SAMPLE DIGTIOPJARY
ob. serv'a«to'''ry (^b»zur^va •tZ^v^)
oc'' cu. pa^'tion (Kk^k'fiT.pS'^shfcfn)
oc-'u-list (blc^ii.lll'st)
pal-'pa-ble (p^l' pa-b "^l
)
row'er (ro er}
scru^ti-nlze (scroo'/tY niz
)
ther'mo'Stat ( th1ir^m?5r,st^t
ul^ti.mate {yh! tt mit)
ve» loc' i •pede (ve •1^3^^« ped)
ven* tril'^O'-qulsm ( v^n- tr^l^o" kw^fa m)
vi'ti'ate (vr^h'^i.Ht)
/c:
TEST FIVE: Accent Marks
Make a circle around th« number that tells which syll&blo is
accented. Use the sample dictionary at the bottom of the page*
oujupxe • company o D O
obey 1 2 3 4 O 6 publicity 1 It 4 o D
bonnet 1 2 3 cO o elongate tX O o
concert 1 2 3 KO O oas is 1 o «5 4 c:0 /»O
horizon 1 2 3 O J5o prerequisit® 1 o 4 O 6
palate 1 2 3 4 5 3 substitution 1 2 3 4 cr 6
boisterous 1 2 3 4 5 6 personality 1 2 3 4 5 6
anonymous 1 2 3 4 5 6 oleomargarine 1 2 5 4 5 6
condition 1 2 3 4 5 ^o utilitarian 1 2 5 4 5 6
sensation 1 2 3 4 5 6 incontrovertible 1 2 3 4 5 6
SAMPLE DICTIONARy
a. non y.mous
bois^'^ter-oua
bon'^net
con''cert
con*-di^tion
9 'lon^ate
ho- ri'zon
in' con- tro-vert i -able
o^la-o-mar^ga-rin©
pal ^ate
per^'son'al^i' ty
pre-^req^ui- site
pub'lic'i'ty
sen- aa^'tion
sub^ sti' tuition
ir-til'^i' tsr^i'
6
TEST SIX; L^onHicifAWon
Underline the word In each line that rhymoB with the word at the
beginning of the line,. Use th© sample dictionary at the bottom
of the page.
Sample: maid said fade mad
1 . magnate net wait neat
2o apricot coat tot r-ote
3o bade fade raid fad
4o steak creak seek ache
5o deficit sit excite site
60 whet wheat heat bet
7. precise ice notice rise
80 fief tiff reef deaf
9o umbrage rag© garage bridge
j-Uo enveiopQ rope top loop
llo reign foreign cane sign
12 p draught draft taught bought
13 6 troublous house blouse bus
14. physique seek tongue toqua
SAMPLE DICTIONARY
a'pri'cot (a'prl*kot; ap'r"?«k^ft
)
phy*siqu9
/
zek)
bade (bad) pre* else (pre • sis^
def'i-cit (def'^. s^t)
draught (draft)
en^VQ'lope (^n^ve-lop)
fief (fef)
mag'nat© (mag^nat)
maid (mad)
reign (ran)
steak (stak)
trou blous (trub lus
)
urn^brage ( vm 4)r^j
)
whet (hwet)
ale, add, ask, eve, ^ndj, ice, Yll, old, odd, up

3AMPI ^ pT nniT 1"^ f ' T^r>"0 r-irpc'/p
1-1 gent (a jent), n. 1, A person who is rasponaible for acmtb act or
action; especially, a parson mho la trusted to do business for
another person or persons; as he was agent for the laundry coiti-
pany. 2. in informal uso, 5i travallng salesman; as, a book
af^ent. 3. A thing that produces or will produco a certain
effect.
ar-tic''u'lat6 (ar'tlk^ia-lat ) , v. 1. To unite or to put together by
means of joints, 8. To make spoken sounds 3, To pronoxince
distinctly.
badg^'er (baj'^'^r), n. 1. A burrowing animal with long claws on the
forefeet. 2, The fur of this animal,
ball (b^"!), n» 1. Any round body; as, the earth is a ball; a ball
of tv/ine. 2k A round or egg-shaped object used in playinp:
games; as, a billiard ball; a football, 3, A gam© in which a
ball is thrown, kicked, or hit; especially, now, baaeballo
4. A shot, oapocially a round shot, for a firearm; as a can-
non bailo
oolb (b51t), na 1«, A short, blunted«head©d arrow for a crossbow^
2o A sliding catch used for fastening a door, etc; also, the
portion of a lock worked by a key^ 3<, A strong pin or rod
used to hold something in place. 4« Lightning; a thunderbolt;
hence, a sudden surprise; as, a bolt from the bluSo 5o A
package or roll; as, a bolt of clothe 6^ The act of bolting;
as, to swallow one's breakfast at one bolt«
cache (kSsh), n, 1, A place for hiding, storing, or preserving
treasure, provisions, etc., which it is inconvenient to carry*
2, The material thus hidden or stored.
com^pa-ny (k\am' pa -nl ) , n. ; pi. companiea (-niz)<, 1, Fellowship;
companionship; society; also, companions; as, to be known by
th© company one keeps; in colloquial use, guests or visitors.,
2. A group of persons assembled together. 5. An association
of persons for a joint purpose, such as a firm for carrying
on business, or a band of performers o 4o A body of soldiers;
especially, a body of infantry troops consisting of two or
more platoons, normally under the command of a captain,
con'^cen-trate (kon'' sen*trat ) , v, 1^ To fix all on©»s attention
on one course of thought or on one object; as, to concentrate
upon a pi*oblem, 2, To bring or come to, or direct toward, a
common center; as, population tends to concentrate in cities;
to gather into one body or force, as troops 3^ To increase
in strength; asj by reducing bulk; to condense
»
'-Definitions taken from J'Jebster 'a Elementary £i£jii2P,«i£2.* York:
American Book Company, W4l. 74(3" pp.
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con •dQDon (k^ri'd^m), v; con demned (-damd); con demn Ing (-dem lng)c
1. To declare to bo wrong; to censure; as, to condemn a person's
actions o 2. To pronounce guilty; alao, to sentence to punish-
ment; to doom. 3. To pronounce or declare to be unfit for use;
as, to condemn a bridge. 4. To declare to be forfeited, or taken
for public use; as to condemn land*
con»di^tion (kt^n'dish''un) , no 1. Something necessary or essential to
the occurrence of something else; a stipulation; a restriction;
as, certain conditions were attached to his acceptance; he did
it on the condition that he should receive a reward. 2o State
of affairs; circumstances; as, living conditions « 3, Rank; sta-
tion in life; as, men of humble conditiono 4, State of health;
fitness; as, to be in good condition,
neu^tral (nu'^trKl), adj. 1. Not favoring either side in a quarrel,
a contest, or a war. 2« Of op belonging to a neutral country;
as, neutral ships. 3o Having no decided characteristics,
opinions, etCo 4» Gray in tone and with but a tint of color;
as, a neutral ooloro
niche (nJfch), no lo A hollow recess in a wall for a statu© or other
ornament o 2, The place, work, or use for which a person is
exactly fitted^
nip'^per (n'^p''^^), no lo One that nips; especially, any machine or
appliance for nipping, holding, etc., such as pincers, hand"
cuffs, etc. 2, A large claw of a crab or lobster.
note (not), n. 1, A musical sound. 2. A cry, call, or sound; as,
a bird's note; also, a special tone to a person's words; as,
a note of fear. 3. Reputation; fame; as, a man of note.
4. A memorandum. 5. A shortened, printed, or written ex-
planation, conruent, etc.; as, there are notes in the back of
the book, 6. Notice; heed; as, take no note of ito /•A
written communication; as, write a note to her mother; a written
promise to pay; as, a promissary note, 8. In music
nov''ioe (nov^lfs), n. 1. A person who has entered a religious order
but has not yet been accepted as a member. 2. A person who is
new at something; a beginner.
oo^cu- paction (^k^'u-pl ''shim) , n, lo Possession and control. 2. One*s
business or vocation.
plug (plug), n. lo Any piece of wood, metal or other substance used
to stop or fill a hole, 2o A device for making an electrical
connection, 3«> A flat oaks of tightly pressed tobacco leaves,
pro«vi^slon ipr'o vt^hf im) , Uo 1, Act of providing; as, the provision
of horses for a Journey, 2„ Stock or store of food; as, an
abundance of provisions. 3, Condition; stipulation; proviso;
as, one of the provisions of the contract
o

pry (pr£), v.; pried (prld); pry ing , 1. To raise or try to raise
with a pry; as, to pry off a tight lid. 2. To p:et at with greai;
difficulty; as, to pry a secret out of a persoric
shiif'fle (ahuf^'l), v, Ic To mix in a disorderly mass; as they shiif-
fled everything into a drawer. 2^ To mix cards by changing their
order in the pack. 3. To move with a clumsy dragging gait; as,
he shuffled his feet as he walked. 4o To shift from place to
place; as, we shuffled the chairs aroiind, 5. To do something
carelessly or lazily; especially to dance in a slow, lagging
manner, sliding and tapping the feet.
sponge (spunj), n„ 1, The mass of fibers that form the skeleton of
certain animals living in warm seas. Sponges are porous and can
absorb a great deal of water* 2. One of the animals that pro-
duces these skeletons. 3. The act of bathing, wiping, etCo, with
a sponge. 4. Any spongelike substance, such as raljed dough, etCo
flub«stan^tlal (sub»stiin ^shal ) , adj» 1. Having to do with the main part
of anything; important, essential. 2^ Real; true; as, the sub-
stantial facts. 3c Having or made of good substance; strong, firm
4., Rather wealthy; also, having a good reputation; as, substantial
citizens. 5. Large; as, a substantial profits 6, Nourishing;
plentiful; as, a substantial meal,
sway (swa), n^ 1. A swaying « 2„ Controlling influence., 3o Rule;
governing power; as, a king holds sway*
tor«pe^do (t6r. perls'), n; pi. torpedoes (-doz) o 1, A ray (fish) tha"
has a pair of organs near the head capable of giving a severe
shock. 2. An engine or machine for destroying ships by blowing
them up. It is a cigar-shaped metal case filled with an ex-
plosive charge and made so that it directs and propels itself
under water a 3. A small firework which explodes when struck
against a hard surface,
vane (van), n» 1. A device attached to something high to show which
way the wind blows; a weathercock. 2. Something which turns
around an axis when moved by the wind, water., etc»; as, the vano
of a windmill. 3. The flat, weblike part of a feather
o
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS CF TEST DATA
The eight parts of this test, each part testing one of
the dictionary skills, have been analyzed separately.
From the data obtained the following charts and tables
I
have been prepared for each test.. The charts show the distri-
bution of scores for each test and the tables show the dif~
ferences between grades tested.
It should be remembered in reading these charts and
tables that the children have not been given daily drill in
these skills as in other elementary school subjects and
therefore great differences cannot be expected between
Grades V and VI.
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CHART I
CHART SHOWING DISTRIBUTICN OF SCORES
FOR
TEST I, PART A - ALPHABETICAL ORDER
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The range of scores for this test was from 1 to 23 in
Grade VI and from 2 to 23 in Grade V. Sixteen children in
Grade VI received a score of 22 and six made a perfect score
of 23, Four children in Grade V had a perfect score and three
had a score of 22. For the ten children with perfect scores
the test was without ceiling.
.1,
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TABLE I
DIFFERENCE BETTOEN GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST I, PART A - ALPHABETICAL ORDER
Grade No. of Mean S.E..of Diff,. S.E..Diff. C.R..
Cases Mean
VI 102 16.25 .612
4.00 .940 4.26
V 84 12.25 .713
This part of the test, In which the children Inserted
words In the correct place according to the alphabet, showed
a significant difference. A critical ratio of 3.00 has been
assumed to be an index of significance. There is a difference
of four points of raw score between grades tested. The high
mean for Grade VI, which fell at a point about 29^ below
the possible score indicates that the test was easy for many
of the pupils in Grade VI who took the test.

CHART II
CHART SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
FOR
TEST I, PART B - ALPHABETICAL ORDER
IS
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The range of scores for this test was from 4 to 12 in
Grade VI and from 1 to 12 in Grade V. In Grade VI twenty-
children received a score of 10; twenty-one a score of 11 and
five a score of 12. In Grade V eighteen had a score of 10 and
eleven a score of 11, No one in Grade V had a perfect score.
Even though only five had a perfect score the fact that seventy
five or 40,3^ of those taking the test had scores ranging from
10 to 12 indicates that this test should have more difficult
items.
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TABLE II
DIFFERENCE BET'^HEEN GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST I, PART B - ALPHABETICAL CRDER
Grade No. of Mean S.E. of Diff. S.E. Diff. C.R.
Cases Mean
VI 102 9.26 .798
1.43 1,01 1.42
V 84 7.83 .618
In the second part of the test of alphabetical order
in which the children crossed out the word that was out of
order according to the alphabetical arrangement the critical
ratio is not significant. There is a difference of 1.43
between a mean of 9.26 for Grade VI and a mean of 7.83 for
Grade V. The mean for Grade VI is high in relation to the
total possible score of 12.
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CHART III
CHART SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
FOR
TEST II - OUIDE WORDS
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There was only one perfect score in Grade VI with only
three pupils in all making scores ranging from 40 to 44. The
highest score in Grade V was 39 with the next highest score
reached by a pupil in Grade V being 33. The lowest score
was 3, The test was within the ability of both grades and
is difficult enough for the superior pupils.

TABLE III
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST II « GUIDE WORDS
Grade No. of
Cases
Mean S.E. of
Mean
Diff
.
S.E. Diff. C.R.
VI
V
102
84
22.53
19.44
1.63
.68
3.09 1.77 1.75
The critical ratio is not significant. The difference
between means for Grades V and VI is 3.09. The mean for
Grade VI fell at a point 49^ "below the possible score of 44.
The mean for Grade V is 66% below the possible score.
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CHART IV
CHART SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
FOR
TEST III - DEFINITIONS
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The range of scores for this test was from 0 to 24 in
Grade VI and from 5 to 23 in Grade V. Five pupils in Grade
VI had a perfect score. In Grade V there were no perfect
scores. Forty-one pupils, approximately 22^ of the total
number taking the test attained scores of 21 to 24,
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TABLE IV
DIFFERENCE BEr.VEEN GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST III - DEFINITIONS
Grade No. of
Cases
Mean S.E. of
Mean
Diff
.
S.E. Diff. C.R.
VI
V
102
84
18.24
17.01
.862
.808
1.23 1.18 1.04
Table IV shows the difference between Grade VI and Grade
V to be 1.23, in favor of Grade VI, with a standard error of
the difference of 1.18 giving a critical ratio of 1.04 which
is not significant.
I
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CHART V
CHART SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
FOR
TEST IV, PART A - DIVIDING WORDS
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The range of scores In this test was from 2 to 12 in
Grade VI and from 1 to 12 in Grade V. Thirty-four pupils in
Grade VI and twenty-nine pupils in Grade V had perfect scores,
that is, about 33^ of the total number taking the test.
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TABLE V
DIFFERENCE BET'^YEEK GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST IV, PART A - DIVIDING WORDS
Grade Ko. of
Cases
Mean S.E. of
Mean
Diff. S.E. Diff. C.R,
VI
V
102
84
9.97
9.24
,816
.917
.73 1.51 .483
In this test in which the children underlined the
correct syllabification of a list of words the difference
is .73 in favor of Grade VI. The critical ratio of .483 is
not significant. The mean for Grade VI fell at a point which
is 83.1^ of the total score of 12 and the mean for Grade V
at a point which is 77^ of the total score.

CHART VI
CHART SKOWINa DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
FOR
TEST IV, PART B - DIVIDING WORDS
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The range of scores was from 0 to 8 in both grades tested,
with 5^% of the children in Grade VI and 5^% of the children
in Grade V achieving a perfect score of 8.
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TABLE VI
DIFFERENCE BET\VEEN GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST IV, PART B - DIVIDING WORDS
Grade No. of
Cases
Mean S.E. of
Mean
Diff
.
S.E. Diff. C.R.
VI
V
102
84
6.71
6.56
.641
.703
.15 .897 .167
In this test, in which the children indicated the number
of syllables by referring to a sample dictionary, the dif-
ference is .15, in favor of Grade VI, with a standard error
of the difference of .897 giving a critical ratio of .167
which is not significant.
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CHART VII
CHART SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
FOR
TEST V - ACCENT MARKS
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The range of scores was from 1 to a perfect score of 23
in Grade VI and from 0 to 23 in Grade V. About 35^ of all the
pupils taking the test had a perfect score.
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TABLE VII
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST V - ACCENT MARKS
Grade No. of
Cases
Mean S.E. of
Mean
Diff. S.E. Diff. C.R.
VI
V
102
84
18.43
17.04
1.22
1.67
1.39 2.07 .671
In this test in which the children indicated which
syllable is accented the difference is 1.39 in favor of
Grade VI. The critical ratio is not significant. The means
fell at points which were 80.1^ and 74.1^ of the total score
of 23.
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CHART VIII
CHART SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
FOR
TEST VI - PRONUNCIATION
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The range of scores in this test was from 0 to 14 in
Grade VI and from 2 to 13 in Grade V. Only one pupil in
Grade VI had a perfect score. The highest score in Grade V
was 13 achieved by one pupil.
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TABLE VIII
DIFFERENCE BET'.VEEN GRADE V AND GRADE VI
TEST VI - PRONUNCIATION
Grade No. of
Cases
Mean S.E. of
Mean
Dlff
.
S.E. Diff. C.R.
VI
V
102
84
7.43
6.90
.802
.761
.053 1.11 .477
In this test in which the pupils underlined rhyming
words to indicate correct pronunciation the difference is
.053 in favor of Grade VI. The critical ratio of .477 is
not significant. The means fell at a point about half way
of the possible score of 14.
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The next step in analyzing the test was to make an item
analysis of Test I, Parts A and B 9,nd Test II. These two
tests were chosen for item analysis because they showed the
greatest difference between grades tested. In making the
item analysis the tests with the fifty highest scores and
those with the fifty lowest scores for the test to be analyzed,
regardless of grade, were used, A tabulation was made of the
number of errors On each item. The figures were then changed
to numbers of correct answers and were recorded on the
tables as percents of correct responses.
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TABLE IX
ITEM ANALYSIS
TEST I, PART A - ALPHABETICAL ORDER
Item Percentage of Correct Responses Difference
Highest 50 Lowest 50
1 100 70 30
2 100 66 34
3 98 58 40
4 100 54 46
5 100 58 42
6 98 68 30
7 66 10 56
8 86 8 78
9 94 12 82
10 96 14 82
11 98 10 o oOO
12 98 16 82
13 98 20 78
14 92 26 66
15 92 4 88
16 92 16 76
17 88 10 78
18 96 38 58
19 90 32 58
20 96 12 84
I
TABLE IX
( continued )
Item Percentage of Correct Responses Difference
Highest 50 Lowest 50
21 90 8 82
22 98 0 98
23 92 8 84
All the items in this test of alphabetical order dis-
criminate between the superior and the inferior groups. The
smallest percent of difference in correct items between the
fifty pupils attaining the highest scores and the fifty pupils
with the lowest scores is 30^,
Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13 and 22 which were done
carrectly by 98 to 100^ of the top pupils ought to be replaced
by more difficult items to challenge the abler pupils.
r(
TABLE X
ITEM ANALYSIS
TEST I, PART B - ALPHABETICAL ORDER
Item Percentage of Correct Responses Difference
Highest 50 Lowest 50
1 100 94 6
2 100 90 10
3 84 64 20
4 92 54 38
5 98 58 40
6 80 44 36
7 94 56 38
8 76 54 22
9 100 68 32
10 98 56 42
11 94 54 40
12 22 12 10
All the items except item 1 discriminate at least
10^. Items 1, 2 and 9 ought to be replaced by more difficult
items.
rr
TABLE XI
ITEM ANALYSIS
TEST II - GUIDE WORDS
Item Percentage of Correct Responses Difference
Highest 50 Lowest 50
1 92 52 40
2 94 74 20
3 92 62 30
4 94 54 40
5 100 68 32
6 94 70 24
7 94 64 30
8 100 68 32
9 100 68 32
10 98 62 36
11 78 28 50
12 36 10 26
13 70 20 50
14 30 22 8
15 40 22 18
16 70 36 34
17 78 30 48
18 50 16 34
19 78 38 40
20 86 48 38

TABLE XI
( continued )
Item Percentage of Correct Responses Difference
Highest 50 Lowest 50
21 80 32 48
22 50 16 32
23 70 20 50
24 60 14 46
25 64 20 44
26 50 20 30
27 70 28 42
28 70 16 54
29 64 12 52
30 68 20 48
31 44 14 30
32 64 52 32
33 38 18 20
34 72 30 42
35 50 12 38
36 40 14 26
37 66 20 46
38 64 20 44
39 64 20 44
40 42 10 32
it
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TABLE XI
'
( continued )
Item Percentage of Correct Responses Difference
Highest 50 Lowest 50
41 50 18 32
42 38 8 30
43 76 22 54
44 40 8 32
All the items, except item 14, discriminate by a percentt
age ranging from 18^, item 15; to 54^, items 28 and 43. The
first ten items could be replaced by more difficult items,
especially items 5, 8 and 9 which had no errors among the
fifty highest pupils.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
The test described in this study was constructed for
Grades IV, V and VI with the writer's primary interest being
to build a test that could be used to measure the ability to
use the dictionary in Grade IV. However, the test was tried
out only in Grades V and VI because it was not felt that boys
and girls in Grade IV would be ready for the test at the time
of year the test was given.
An analysis of the data has revealed that all the means
for Grade VI were higher than the means for Grade V by a
difference of 4.00 points in the first part of the test of
alphabetical order to a difference of .053 on the pronunciation
test.
All the means fell at a point that was above 50% of the
possible score, except the means for Test II, Guide Words
and Test VI, Pronunciation in Grade V.
The high means in relation to possible score, in Test I-
B ( Alphabetical Order), Test III (Definitions), Test IV- A
and B (Dividing Words) and Test V (Accent Marks) in Grade VI
indicate that if this test is to be used in Grade VI these
parts should be revised and more difficult items added.
In Grade V the means were rather high for Test IV and
for Test V.
Test II (Guide lords) and Test VI (Pronunciation) were
r
within the ability of both grades and difficult enough to
provide a ceiling for discriminating the superior pupils of
the group.
A.n item analysis of Test I and Test II resulted in the
discovery of twenty-three items that ought to be replaced by
more difficult items. All the items except item 1 in Part B
of Test I and item 14 in Test II discriminate between the
pupils with the highest scores and the pupils with the lowest
scores by a high percentage. Item 1 was too easy having 100^
correct responses among the highest 50 and 9^% correct response!
i
among the lowest 50. Item 14 had a difference of Qfo with 32%
of the highest 50 giving the correct answer and 22% of the
lowest group giving the correct answer.
From a study of the data it can be concluded that the
test was within the ability of the children in Grades V and
VI who took the test and would probably be more suitable for
use in Grade IV as originally planned.
Recommendations for improving the test
The writer wishes to make the following suggestions for
improving the test.
Omit the supplementary directions"*^ and use only the
directions at the beginning of each test. It is felt that these
supplementary directions may have provided a learning situation
* Appendix
r(
that made the test easier for the children.
The gross time for administering the test was approxi-
mately one and one-half hours. The writer suggests revising
parts of the test in order to shorten the time.
In Test I, Part A the words to be inserted in the correct
places could be numbered and time would be saved by writing
a number instead of a word.
Test IV, Parts A and B and Test V could be combined into
one test. One list of words could be provided with a sample
dictionary, similar to the first part of Test IV. When the
words are underlined to show the correct syllabification (Test
IV, Part A ) they could be underlined thus ( ve loc i pede )
,
indicating the number of syllables (Test IV, Part B). The
accented syllable could be underlined twice (Test V).
Test III could be done in less time if the definitions
followed each sentence.
Suggestions for further research
To administer the test to a group of G-rade IV pupils.
To construct a test to measure speed of locating words
in a dictionary.
To conduct a survey of dictionary work being done in
Grades IV, V and VI.
To build a test to measure individually the ability to
use diacritical marks in determining the pronunciation of
an unfamiliar word.
I
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APPENDIX
1
i
BOOKS, WORKBOOKS, MANUALS AND COURSE OF STUDY
USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF TEST *
Betts, Emmett Albert and Arey, Mabel-Louise. Clearing: the
G-round
.
Directed Spelllngr. Activities
.
Grade VI . :
American Book Co., 19^1. 128 p.
.
Dov/n the Path , Directed Spelling Activities . Grade IV.
: American Book Co., 19^1. 128 p.
.
Finding; New Vfays , Directed Spelling; Activities .
Grade V. : American Book Co., 19^1. 128 p.
Cram, Fred D. A Dictionary Handbook . Chicago: Follett Publish-
ing Co., 1936. 93 p.
Darnell, Theodore V/. Dictionary Study . A Study Guide to
Accompany Macmillan ' s Modern Dictionary . New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1939. 15 p.
Dictionary Games and Exercises for the Grades .
Springfield, Mass: G.c^C. Merriam Co., 1938. 15 p.
Dolch, Edward W., and Liek, Edna A, Extension -Readin p; Workbook .
For Use With Elson-Gray Basic Readers , Book IV. Chicago:
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1937. 90 p.
Gilmartin, John G. "lord Quiz Based on Webster * s A Dictionary
for Boys and Girls. New York: American Book Co., 1942.
Gray, William S,, and Liek, Edna B. Teachers' Guidebook for the
Elson Basic Readers, Book IV. Chicago: Scott, Foresman &
Co., 1932. 166 p.
Gray, William and others. Guidebook for Days and Deeds , Cur-
riculum Foundation Series. Chicago: Scott, Foresman and
Co., 1943. 272 p.
.
Guidebook for People and Prop.ress
.
Curriculum
Foundation Series. Chicago: Scott, Foresman & Co., 1944.
272 p.
* This is a list of materials that were found to have some
exercises or other suggestions to use in training children
how to use the dictionary. It is not a complete list.
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.
G-uldebook for Times and Places
.
Curriculum Foundation
Series. Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co., 19-^2. 256 p.
Hildreth, Gertrude nnd others. Fourth Reader Manual for Today
and Tomorrow. Chicago: The John C. Winston Co., 19-^3.
127 P.
Johnson, Eleanor M. Reading Skilltests , Tom Trott. New York:
Charles E. Merrill Co., Inc., 19^6. 88 p.
Lewis, E.S., and others. Adventures in Dictionary Land, Books
I, II and III. New York: American Book Co., 1936.
McKee, Paul and McCowen, Annie. Communicating Ideas, Language
for Meaning . Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 19-^5. 280 p,
Gaining Skills With VTords. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1945. 237 p.
, Sharing Experiences . Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1955. 237 p.
Spencer, Paul R., and Fritscher, Lois Duff in. Exploring; New
Trails, Grade V. Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 19-^5
.
456 p.
Spencer, Paul R., and Horst, Helen W. Finding New Trails ,
Grade IV. Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1945. 440 p.
Spencer, Paul R., and Fritscher, Lois Duffin. Traveling; New
Trails, Grade VI. Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1945.
528 p.
Trabue, M.R. Buildinp; Good Lanp:uap;e Habits . New York: Charles
E. Merrill Co., 1946. 44 p.
Witty, Paul and others. Teachers * Guidebook for Luck and Pluck
.
Grade IV. Boston: D.C. Heath and Co., 1948. 241 p.
_______
Teachers ' Guidebook for Merry Hearts and Bold, Grade
V. Boston: D.C. Heath and Co., 19^8. 316 p.
.
Teachers ' Guidebook for The Brave and Free . Grade VI.
Boston: D.C. Heath and Co., 1948. 268 p.
Workbook for Use With Webster' s New International
Dictionary, Second Edition. Springfield, Mass; G.&C.
Merriam Co., 1945. 16 p.
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Supplementary Directions for Giving the Test
Test I, Part A - Alphabetical Order
This sample should be written on the board.
fairy
kettle
animal
box
needle
Do It with the children, having them tell where in the
column each word in the box should be written so that all the
words in the column will be in the correct alphabetical order.
Now read the directions printed on test one.
Be sure that the children understand that the words in
the first box are to be used in the first column, etc.
2
Time: 15 minutes
1
Each teacher who gave the test was given a copy of these
directions
.
2
These time limits v/ere determined by timing a fifth grade
class. Ample time was allowed for those who could to finish
the test.
ic
Test I, Part B - Alphabetical Order
Read this to the class, "in each of these groups of rords
there is one word which is not in the correct alphabetical
order. Look at the sample. In this column the word
back is not in the right order, so a line has been drawn
through it. Now you make a line through the word in each
column that is not in the right alphabetical order. Be sure
to mark only one word in each column."
Time: 10 minutes
Test II - Guide Words
Write this sample on the board.
coddle cold
code
cod
coffee
coil
coin
cole
"Coddle and cold are guide words on a dictionary page.
Which two words would not be on a dictionary page having
coddle and cold as guide words? Yes, cod and cole so I
will draw a line through these words."
Now read the directions from the test.
Time: 15 minutes
Test III - Definitions
"Look atr your sample dictionary. Find the word ball
.
How many meanings are given for this word? Yes, four.
iI
Which meaning best fits the way it is used in the sample
sentence? Yes, meaning number 2, 'a round or egg shaped
object used in playing games; as, a billiard ball, a foot-
ball ' .
"
Now read the directions from the test.
There are twenty-four sentences, two are on the back of
the paper
.
Time : 20 minutes
Test IV - Dividing Words
"Find the word oblivion (v^rite the word on the board)
at the bottom of the page in the sample dictionary. Notice
how it is divided into syllables. Which way in the sample
is correct? Yes, the second is right, so it has been
underlined.
Now read the directions from the test.
Allow 6 minutes and then read the directions for Part B.
Time: 8 minutes (2 minutes for Part B)
Test V - AccentsMarks
Write the word com pa ny on the board.
"The first syllable is accented so a circle has been
made around number 1."
Read the directions from the test.
Time: 6 minutes
(I
Test VI - Pronunciation
"Find the word maid In the sample dictionary. The word
maid is pronounced with a long a like in the word ale, so
it rhymes with fade . Therefore a line has been made under
the word fade,"
Now read the directions from the test.
Time: 8 minutes
rI
KEY FOR SCORING TEST
Test I - Alphabetical Order
Part A arrow danie
( flfi nr»fi ^
carrot dark
dollar darn
( finger
)
( dart
)
house date
lacket (dent)
(letter) desk
mother dirt
( orange ( done
quiet duck
( sister) (due)
teacher dug
( window) (dull)
yellow dust
(grab)
frain
grammar
)
grand
(grant)
grape
grasp
grate
(graze)
frease
great)
gre§d
green
(greet)
drab
(draft)
drag
(dragon)
dragoon
)
drain
( drake
)
drama
drank
( drape
drastic
( draught
)
draw
( drawl
drawn
Part B 1. house
2. bear
3. carpet
4. kite
5» even
6. book
7. creek
8. which
9. pluck
10. snack
11. swagger
12. undersell
Test II - Guide Words
1. prince - cab
2. pole - price
3. board - dream
4. churn - cream
5. little - leaf
6. baker - back
7. lope - lone
8. barn - basin
9. blanket - blackish
10. strife - subject
11. groove - grief
Test III - Definitions
1. 4
2. 3
3. 7
4. 2
5. 4
6. 2
7. 2
8. 2
9. 1
10. 1
11. 4
12. 2
13. 3
14. 1
15. 2
16. 5
12. loose - love
13. pendent - penitent
14. cellar - centre
15. tenable - tenant
16. freshen - frolic
17. erase - erect
18. Roman - romance
19. pump - pupil
20. overflow - overshot
21. pries - prince
22. liquidate -linden
17. 2
18. 2
19. 3
20. 5
21. 1
22. 3
23. 1
24. 2
iI
Test IV - Dividing Words
Test V -
. A 1. delve 7. scru ti nize
2 • pal pa ble o. ul ti mate
3. ther mo stat 9. oc u list
4. ve loo i pede 10. 00 cu pa tion
5. ded i cate 11. mod er ate
6. vi ti ate 12. de mesne
, B 1. 3 2. 5 3. 1 4. 1
5. 2 6. 4 7, 2 8. 2
Accent Marks
1. 2 10. 2
2. 1 11. 2
3. 1 12. 2
4. 2 13. 2
5. 1 14. 1 - 3
6. 1 15. 1 - 3
7. 2 16. 1 - 4
8. 2 17. 2 - 4
9. 2 18. 1 - 4
Test VI - Pronunciation
1. wait
2. tot
3. fad
4. ache
5. sit
6. bet
7. ice
8. reef
9. bridge
10. rope
11. cane
12. draft
13. bus
14. seek
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